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Height adjustment
When the freezer door does not align with the 
height of the refrigerator door
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Do not cling to the door or the shelves of the door or 
the home bar of the freezer or the cool chamber.

Do not use or store inflammable materials ether, 
benzene, alcohol, medicine, LP gas, spray or 
cosmetics near or in therefrigerator.

Do not use drier to dry the inside,nor light a 
candle to remove odor.

Do not insert the hands into the ice bucket or 
the ice dispenser.
 (only for the model with the dispenser).

Do not store the medicine or the academic materials 
at the refrigerator.

Do not use the combustible spray near the 
refrigerator.

Install in places away from the fire such as the 
place where flammable gas is lesked.

Supply the automatic ice maker with drinkable water 
only (only for the model with the dispenser).

Do not store explosive substances such as aerosol 
cans with a flammable propellant in this appliance.



Do not place flower vase, cup, cosmetics, medicine 
or any container with water on the refrigerator.

Use the submerged refrigerator after checking it.

When gas is leaked, do not touch the refrigerator 
or the outlet and ventilate the room immediately.

Do not spray water at the outside or the inside 
of the refrigerator or do not clean it with benzene 
or thinner.

When any strange smell or smoke is detected 
from the refrigerator, disconnect the power plug 
immediately and contact to the service center.

Do not allow any person except the qualified 
engineer to disassemble, repair or alter the 
refrigerator.

Do not use the refrigerator for non-domestic 
purpose (storing medicine or testing material, 
using at the ship, etc.).
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